AN EFFECTIVE ALLY
The MINI-LIFTPLAQ® is a tool to aid the handling of manhole
covers and plates of small sizes.
Praised by the major players in dry and wet networks (construction
industry, telecom, road system and urban public utilities…), this mini
plate lifter will be your daily ally thanks to its very quick setting up.
It combines lightness, time saving and respect for health, since it
helps reduce the risk of accidents and musculoskeletal disorders
(MSDs).
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SAFE HANDLING

A TOOL
EASY TO USE

The MINI-LIFTPLAQ® secures the operator because the
handle remains in position thanks to its clamping screw
and the operator no longer needs to bend down to
move the plate or manhole cover.

The MINI-LIFTPLAQ® allows to intervene quickly on
underground networks because it is light (3,5kg),
retractable and compact.

The magnet is suitable for loads of 30Kg while
respecting the correct gestures and postures in order to
the operator does not force during the handling.
This permanent magnetic system does not loose any
magnetization over time and does not require
periodic controls.

Thanks to its adjustable handle at 3 different heights, it
adapts to the size of the operator which facilitates
handling and allows to keep an ergonomic posture.

A MINI PLATE LIFTER
SIMPLE AND LIGHT
Handling handle
Adjustable handle
3 heights (72, 79, 85 cm)

Clamping screw

Tool body
Magnet
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Height handle retracted: : 470 mm
Height handle out: 750 ou 850 mm
Width at handles: 310 mm
Weight: 3,5 kg
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MINI-LIFTPLAQ ®
DIMENSIONS
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Protection shield

USE

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

Keep the label visible from
above for handling and lock
the handle

Magnetize on the edge,
lift and pull

Lower the handle and the
magnet in the opposite
direction to unhook

Possibility to manipulate
with 2 MINI-LIFTPLAQ®

LIFTPLAQ® IS ALSO A TEAM OF EXPERTS AT YOUR SERVICE:
ACCOMPANIMENT, ADVICE, LIFTS ON THE GROUND. TRAINING
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

4A rue de la Tourre,

Tél. +33(0)4 68 89 54 22
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liftplaq@liftplaq.fr
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www.liftplaq.fr

